
Fill in the gaps

Snow On The Sahara by Anggun

Only tell me that you  (1)__________  want me here

When you wander off out there

To those hills of  (2)________  and  (3)________  winds that

blow

In that dry white ocean alone

Lost out in the desert

You are  (4)________  out in the desert

To stand with you in a ring of fire

I'll forget the  (5)________   (6)________  by

I'll  (7)______________   (8)________  body and 

(9)__________   (10)________  soul

From mirages in your sight

Lost out in the desert...

If  (11)________  hopes scatter  (12)________  the 

(13)________   (14)____________  your track

I'll be the  (15)________  that shines on your path

The sun may  (16)__________  our eyes, I'll pray the skies

above

For  (17)________  to fall on the Sahara

If that's the only place

Where you can leave your doubts

I'll hold you up and be your way out

And if we  (18)________  away, I'll  (19)________  the skies

above

For snow to fall on the Sahara

Just a wish and I will cover your shoulders

With veils of silk and gold

When the shadows come and darken your heart

Leaving you with  (20)______________  so cold

Lost out in the desert...

If your hopes  (21)______________  like the dust across your

track

I'll be the moon that shines on your path

The sun may blind our eyes, I'll  (22)________  the 

(23)__________  above

For snow to  (24)________  on the Sahara

If that's the only place

Where you can leave your doubts

I'll hold you up and be your way out

And if we  (25)________  away, I'll pray the skies above

For  (26)________  to fall on the Sahara

...

(For  (27)________  to fall on the Sahara)
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. still

2. dust

3. hard

4. lost

5. days

6. gone

7. protect

8. your

9. guard

10. your

11. your

12. like

13. dust

14. across

15. moon

16. blind

17. snow

18. burn

19. pray

20. regrets

21. scatter

22. pray

23. skies

24. fall

25. burn

26. snow

27. snow
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